Walking environment for visually handicapped people has improved. However, the present condition of pedestrian spaces still causes difficulty for them.
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Walking environment for visually handicapped people has improved. However, the present condition of pedestrian spaces still causes difficulty for them. A good sample is a spiral ramp. In this study, we put yellow-colored braille blocks on a spiral ramp, and surveyed the spatial cognition of visually handicapped people to improve the ramp. To clarify the characteristics of spatial cognition and search behavior, experiments were performed using 32 different courses. They walked on the spiral ramp and stopped by their self-decision of the laps. Subjects were blind visually handicapped people and eye-masked people with ordinary vision. The search behavior of the two groups was compared and analyzed by walking locus and observation; and the spatial cognition, by interview and observation.
The results are as follows:
1. The difference of the laps in both the blind and the eye-masked is smaller with braille brocks than without them. The braille brocks are useful for the cognition of the laps. However, they are not useful for the cognition of the start direction because the difference of the start direction in both the blind and the eye-masked might be larger with the braille brocks than without them.
Furthermore, both of them use the braille brocks as a clue to the cognition of the laps, while 40% of the blind and 60% of the eye-masked don't use the braille brocks as a clue to the cognition of the start direction. Clues for the cognition of the laps and the start direction are difference between the blind and the eye-masked.
2. Both the blind and the eye-masked can recognize the laps of the ramp in fact when they say that they understand the number of the laps. However, they can't recognize correctly the start direction in fact even if they say that they understand the start direction.
3. There is correlation between the difference of the laps and the difference of the start direction in the cognition of both the blind and the eye-masked. A larger difference in the laps for both the blind and the eye-masked resulted in a larger difference in the start direction. Correct answer ratio of the laps and the start direction for both the blind and eye-masked is the highest with two braille blocks, and incorrect answer ratio of them is the lowest with two braille blocks.
4. Both the blind and the eye-masked tend to recognize the laps and the start direction more easily when they feel anxious and in danger. However, it is difficult for the blind to recognize the start direction under confusing mental conditions, when they feel anxious and in danger in their mental condition.
5. The walking styles for the subjects can be classified into 4 types. There are reasons for each walking course. Both the blind and the eye-masked tend to walk on the outside. However, some blind subjects walk straight and some eye-masked subjects walk inside or zigzag on the spiral ramp. The larger the number of braille brocks in the both the blind and the eye-masked is, the smaller the number of stop and stand is. Moreover, the larger the number of braille brocks in the eye-masked is, the smaller the number of crashing into the handrail of the ramp is. The braille brocks are useful for preventing the crash of the eye-masked.
However, the eye-masked tend to crash into the handrail on the one braille brock because they walk on the outside too close to the handrail for making sure of the braille brock. 
